
SCHEDULE_DATE MERIDIAM Eastern SHOW_NAME EVENTS COMMENTS QUALIFIER
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM Viale18K Italian Gold BE BOLD IN GOLD Inspired by the elegance and luxury of Rome's Via Condotti, Venice's Via Manzoni and Italy's most luxe shops. Masterfully 

crafted link and weave designs ft. bold gem & diamond accents.
replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM Stefano Oro Italian Jewelry BE BOLD IN GOLD Art-inspired pieces from Arezzo, Italy will be a treasure you'll adore. Shop the rich, gorgeous, and meticulously handcrafted 
line of golden masterpieces designed for lasting radiance.

replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM Stefano Oro Italian Jewelry BE BOLD IN GOLD Art-inspired pieces from Arezzo, Italy will be a treasure you'll adore. Shop the rich, gorgeous, and meticulously handcrafted 
line of golden masterpieces designed for lasting radiance.

replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM Consult Beaute & Health with the Dubrows Plastic surgeon Dr. Terry Dubrow and celebrity wife Heather have created a lineup of anti-aging topical creams and ingestible 
supplements to pamper your hair, skin, nails and joints!

replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Consult Beaute & Health with the Dubrows   Plastic surgeon Dr. Terry Dubrow and celebrity wife Heather have created a lineup of anti-aging topical creams and ingestible 
supplements to pamper your hair, skin, nails and joints!

replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM Air Purifier Under $50 Breathe in fresh, purified air with this Air Purifier - now under $50! replay
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM Tiffany Style Lighting BE BOLD IN GOLD Give any room a beautiful soft glow with unique desk & floor lamps, wall sconces, pendants and ceiling fans crafted by 

stained glass artisans using a 100-year-old copper foil process.
replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM Consult Beaute & Health with the Dubrows BE BOLD IN GOLD Plastic surgeon Dr. Terry Dubrow and celebrity wife Heather have created a lineup of anti-aging topical creams and ingestible 
supplements to pamper your hair, skin, nails and joints!

replay

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM Fashion Accessories Under $50 live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM New Fashion Finds Join ShopHQ for New Fashion Finds and discover adorable fashion styles and brands at unbelievable prices. live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 

fit and quality.
live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM Designer Fragrances Join our program hosts and explore the best deals on an assortment of designer fragrances. live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM New Fashion Finds Join ShopHQ for New Fashion Finds and discover adorable fashion styles and brands at unbelievable prices. live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 

fit and quality.
live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM Southwest Elements Colors of Turquoise TURQUOISE DAYS Welcome to Southwest Elements Colors of Turquoise with beautiful colors and expert craftsmanship to mimic the rustic 
styles of the artisans who came before enjoy quality and beauty with Southwest Elements.

live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM Turquoise Artisan Jewelry by Sam B TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds. Enjoy FREE shipping every day on every item.

live

05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM Invicta Watches Once Only Party live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM Invicta Watches Once Only Party live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM Invicta Watches Once Only Party live
05/06/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM Artisan Jewelry by Sam B. TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-

engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds.
live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM Southwest Elements Silver Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS This Sterling Silver jewelry line showcases unique finishing techniques such as oxidation to mimic the rustic surroundings and 
craftsmanship of the artisans who came before.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Artisan Jewelry by Sam B. TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM New Fashion Finds Join ShopHQ for New Fashion Finds and discover adorable fashion styles and brands at unbelievable prices. live
05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 

fit and quality.
live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Turquoise Artisan Jewelry by Sam B TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds. Enjoy FREE shipping every day on every item.

live
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05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM Turquoise Artisan Jewelry by Sam B TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-

engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds. Enjoy FREE shipping every day on every item.
live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM Southwest Elements Colors of Turquoise Welcome to Southwest Elements Colors of Turquoise with beautiful colors and expert craftsmanship to mimic the rustic 
styles of the artisans who came before enjoy quality and beauty with Southwest Elements.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM Turquoise Artisan Jewelry by Sam B TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds. Enjoy FREE shipping every day on every item.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM Southwest Elements Colors of Turquoise TURQUOISE DAYS Welcome to Southwest Elements Colors of Turquoise with beautiful colors and expert craftsmanship to mimic the rustic 
styles of the artisans who came before enjoy quality and beauty with Southwest Elements.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM Jerome Alexander Beauty Welcome to the world of timeless beauty and cutting-edge cosmetics at Jerome Alexander. With an industry legacy spanning 
decades and offering a range of products that celebrate individuality and enhance natural radiance. 

Tune in and experience the allure of timeless beauty with Jerome Alexander.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Turquoise Artisan Jewelry by Sam B TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds. Enjoy FREE shipping every day on every item.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM Statements by Southwest Elements TURQUOISE DAYS This Sterling Silver jewelry line showcases unique finishing techniques such as oxidation to mimic the rustic surroundings and 
craftsmanship of the artisans who came before. Join Southwest Elements for an amazing journey in statement Jewelry and 

classic rustic designs.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 
prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM Jerome Alexander Beauty Welcome to the world of timeless beauty and cutting-edge cosmetics at Jerome Alexander. With an industry legacy spanning 
decades and offering a range of products that celebrate individuality and enhance natural radiance. 

Tune in and experience the allure of timeless beauty with Jerome Alexander.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM Victoria Wieck Turquoise Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS World-renowned jewelry designer Victoria Wieck brings decades of experience and a unique multicultural perspective to 
every piece. Handcrafted from the finest materials by expert jewelers, the entire collection is a reflection of Victoria's 

passion for creating versatile yet timeless jewelry for the modern woman.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM Turquoise Artisan Jewelry by Sam B TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds. Enjoy FREE shipping every day on every item.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM Luxury Eyewear Peruse fabulous statement eyewear by the world's most couture fashion houses. Designs by Gucci, Saint Laurent, Alexander 
McQueen, Celine, Stella McCartney and Bottega Veneta.

live

05/07/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM Jerome Alexander Beauty Welcome to the world of timeless beauty and cutting-edge cosmetics at Jerome Alexander. With an industry legacy spanning 
decades and offering a range of products that celebrate individuality and enhance natural radiance. 

Tune in and experience the allure of timeless beauty with Jerome Alexander.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM Artisan Jewelry by Sam B. TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-
engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds.

replay

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM Southwest Elements Silver Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS This Sterling Silver jewelry line showcases unique finishing techniques such as oxidation to mimic the rustic surroundings and 
craftsmanship of the artisans who came before.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM Victoria Wieck Jewelry Collection TURQUOISE DAYS Versatile and timeless pieces of the finest materials from industry powerhouse Victoria Wieck. Shop elegant and stylish 
jewelry and watches at affordable prices.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM Jerome Alexander Beauty Welcome to the world of timeless beauty and cutting-edge cosmetics at Jerome Alexander. With an industry legacy spanning 
decades and offering a range of products that celebrate individuality and enhance natural radiance. 

Tune in and experience the allure of timeless beauty with Jerome Alexander.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 
prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM Christopher & Banks Apparel & Access. New to ShopHQ is Christopher & Banks, a nationally recognized women's apparel brand known for their unique prints, great 
fit and quality.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM Southwest Elements Silver Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS This Sterling Silver jewelry line showcases unique finishing techniques such as oxidation to mimic the rustic surroundings and 
craftsmanship of the artisans who came before.

live
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05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM Artisan Jewelry by Sam B. TURQUOISE DAYS Each Sam Behnam piece is a statement inspired by nature, history and art from around the world. You'll glow in 18K hand-

engraved gold dotted with beautiful gemstones and diamonds.
live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Indigo Thread Co. & Friends A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 
prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM Victoria Wieck Turquoise Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS World-renowned jewelry designer Victoria Wieck brings decades of experience and a unique multicultural perspective to 
every piece. Handcrafted from the finest materials by expert jewelers, the entire collection is a reflection of Victoria's 

passion for creating versatile yet timeless jewelry for the modern woman.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM Sleeping Beauty Treasures Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS live
05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 

prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.
live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 
prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM Turquoise Gems en Vogue Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS live
05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM New Fashion Finds Join ShopHQ for New Fashion Finds and discover adorable fashion styles and brands at unbelievable prices. live
05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 

prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.
live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 
prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM Sleeping Beauty Treasures Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS live
05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM Turquoise Treasures Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS Gorgeous blue turquoise adorns 14K gold and sterling silver pieces for a pinch of panache in your jewelry box. Gem 

Treasures' stunning pieces are a personal statement for the wearer. New to ShopHQ? Save 20 percent with code GUIDE20. 
shophq.com/guide

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM Lali Jewelry Designs Ft. Turquoise TURQUOISE DAYS LALI Jewelry offer bold, timeless and luxurious jewelry in a beautiful array of styles! These turquoise pieces add a colorful 
and classic touch to any occasion.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM Turquoise Gems en Vogue Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS live
05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM Best of Gems en Vogue Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS Fall in love with Gems en Vogue - a collection featuring European design in every hand-set genuine gemstone piece. This 

collection is inspired by influential art movements from Art Deco to the French Renaissance, resulting in a gorgeous blend of 
historic and modern style.

live

05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM Best of Gem Treasures Jewelry TURQUOISE DAYS live
05/08/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM Lali Jewelry Designs TURQUOISE DAYS LALI Jewelry offer bold, timeless and luxurious jewelry in a beautiful array of styles! These gold and gemstone pieces add a 

colorful and classic touch to any occasion.
live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM Gem Treasures Jewelry A full spectrum of gemstones placed in 14K gold & sterling silver for a pinch of panache in your jewelry box. Gem Treasures' 
stunning pieces are a personal statement for the wearer.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM Gem Treasures Jewelry A full spectrum of gemstones placed in 14K gold & sterling silver for a pinch of panache in your jewelry box. Gem Treasures' 
stunning pieces are a personal statement for the wearer.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM Gems en Vogue Jewelry The show you know and trust for beautiful hand-set rare gemstone pieces. GEV's special palladium alloy jewelry provides 
sterling silver with increased tarnish resistance and strength.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM Gems en Vogue Jewelry The show you know and trust for beautiful hand-set rare gemstone pieces. GEV's special palladium alloy jewelry provides 
sterling silver with increased tarnish resistance and strength.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Lali Jewelry Designs LALI Jewelry offer bold, timeless and luxurious jewelry in a beautiful array of styles! These gold and gemstone pieces add a 
colorful and classic touch to any occasion.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM New Fashion Finds Join ShopHQ for New Fashion Finds and discover adorable fashion styles and brands at unbelievable prices. live
05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 

prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.
live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM Indigo Thread Co. Fashions A casual and carefree fashion collection, Indigo Thread Co. brings Boho style with a variety of feminine looks in colorful 
prints and eclectic patterns to help you add a free-spirited flair to every outfit.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Pain Relief Management Tune in to ShopHQ for innovative pain relief and management techniques. Finally, relieve the pain that's been bothering you 
with and live your best life with pain-relieving products and management tips!

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 
your family and guests.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM LifeVac Medical Device Stay safe, healthy, and prepared for any situation with LifeVac medical devices, designed to be intuitive, non invasive, and 
well-equipped.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM Kitchen Gadgets Kitchen Gadgets on ShopHQ brings you new and unique items that every cook needs to diminish the hassle of daily kitchen 
chores.  Discover how easy it is to get great results in the kitchen with the right gadget! 

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 
your family and guests.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM Massage Solutions Up to 75% Off Discover the healing effects of massage therapy with innovative wellness products at up to 75% off. live
05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM LifeVac Medical Device Stay safe, healthy, and prepared for any situation with LifeVac medical devices, designed to be intuitive, non invasive, and 

well-equipped.
live
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05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 

your family and guests.
live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Kitchen Gadgets Kitchen Gadgets on ShopHQ brings you new and unique items that every cook needs to diminish the hassle of daily kitchen 
chores.  Discover how easy it is to get great results in the kitchen with the right gadget! 

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM LifeVac Medical Device Stay safe, healthy, and prepared for any situation with LifeVac medical devices, designed to be intuitive, non invasive, and 
well-equipped.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM The Jewelry Edit!: Italian Finds Tune-in and join your host Fatima every Thursday for a dazzling reveals of brand-new jewelry pieces featuring Italian Jewelry 
Finds.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM The Jewelry Edit!: Italian Finds Tune-in and join your host Fatima every Thursday for a dazzling reveals of brand-new jewelry pieces featuring Italian Jewelry 
Finds.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 
your family and guests.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM LifeVac Medical Device Stay safe, healthy, and prepared for any situation with LifeVac medical devices, designed to be intuitive, non invasive, and 
well-equipped.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM Coin Shoppe Bacy by popular demand, the Coin Shoppe is your numismatic headquarters. From collectible commemoratives to historical 
rarities, you're bound to find something to add to your collection.

live

05/09/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 
your family and guests.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM LifeVac Medical Device Stay safe, healthy, and prepared for any situation with LifeVac medical devices, designed to be intuitive, non invasive, and 
well-equipped.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM The Jewelry Edit! Tune-in and join your host Fatima every Thursday for a dazzling reveal of brand-new jewelry pieces. live
05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM The Jewelry Edit! Tune-in and join your host Fatima every Thursday for a dazzling reveal of brand-new jewelry pieces. live
05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 

your family and guests.
live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Coin Shoppe Bacy by popular demand, the Coin Shoppe is your numismatic headquarters. From collectible commemoratives to historical 
rarities, you're bound to find something to add to your collection.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM Years to Remember Collectibles From collectible commemoratives to historical rarities, find a unique piece to match any hobby or collection. Join ShopHQ 
for Years to Remember Collectibles and find your missing piece to your collection or start a new one.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM LifeVac Medical Device Stay safe, healthy, and prepared for any situation with LifeVac medical devices, designed to be intuitive, non invasive, and 
well-equipped.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM SeaBear Seafood Explore premium wild-caught, sustainable seafood straight from the waters of the Pacific Northwest guaranteed to thrill 
your family and guests.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM Royal Doulton & Royal Albert Crafted by hand for two centuries, Royal Doulton pieces are unmatchable works of art. Royal Albert bone china and 
collectibles are quintessentially English and offer long-standing elegance. New shoppers save 20 percent, code GUIDE20! 

shophq.com/guide

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM Waterford Crystal ft. Lismore Collection live
05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM Luxury Eyewear Peruse fabulous statement eyewear by the world's most couture fashion houses. Designs by Gucci, Saint Laurent, Alexander 

McQueen, Celine, Stella McCartney and Bottega Veneta.
live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM Designer Fragrances Join our program hosts and explore the best deals on an assortment of designer fragrances. live
05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Royal Doulton & Royal Albert Crafted by hand for two centuries, Royal Doulton pieces are unmatchable works of art. Royal Albert bone china and 

collectibles are quintessentially English and offer long-standing elegance. New shoppers save 20 percent, code GUIDE20! 
shophq.com/guide

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM Invicta Watches ft. Racing Limited Ed. Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live



SCHEDULE_DATE MERIDIAM Eastern SHOW_NAME EVENTS COMMENTS QUALIFIER
05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 

luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.
live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/10/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM Royal Doulton & Royal Albert Crafted by hand for two centuries, Royal Doulton pieces are unmatchable works of art. Royal Albert bone china and 
collectibles are quintessentially English and offer long-standing elegance. New shoppers save 20 percent, code GUIDE20! 

shophq.com/guide

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM Wake Up: Beauty ft. Isomers Skincare The best beauty picks you can't get anywhere else. Join ShopHQ's team of beauty experts and hosts as they showcase the 
beat beauty solutions from our top beauty brands every week featuring Isomers Skincare.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Wake Up In Style The best fashion finds you can't get anywhere else. Join ShopHQ's team of fashion experts and hosts as they showcase the 
hottest styles from our fashion brands every week.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM Wake Up In Style The best fashion finds you can't get anywhere else. Join ShopHQ's team of fashion experts and hosts as they showcase the 
hottest styles from our fashion brands every week.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM Wake Up In Style The best fashion finds you can't get anywhere else. Join ShopHQ's team of fashion experts and hosts as they showcase the 
hottest styles from our fashion brands every week.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM Toscana Italiana Jewelry Shop the beauty, passion & heritage of Tuscany with ShopHQ's exclusive line of Italian jewelry. Intricate metalwork, 
hammered finishes and filigree are featured at prices you can't miss.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM Toscana Italiana Jewelry Shop the beauty, passion & heritage of Tuscany with ShopHQ's exclusive line of Italian jewelry. Intricate metalwork, 
hammered finishes and filigree are featured at prices you can't miss.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM Diamonds by Peace Jewelers Embark on a journey of elegance and ethical excellence as we unveil the exclusive premiere of Peace Diamonds Jewelry. Join 
us for an evening of luxury and conscience, where breathtaking diamond creations meet a commitment to peace, 

sustainability, and responsible sourcing. Experience the beauty of diamonds that shine with both brilliance and integrity.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM Toscana Italiana Jewelry Shop the beauty, passion & heritage of Tuscany with ShopHQ's exclusive line of Italian jewelry. Intricate metalwork, 
hammered finishes and filigree are featured at prices you can't miss.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM Toscana Italiana Jewelry Shop the beauty, passion & heritage of Tuscany with ShopHQ's exclusive line of Italian jewelry. Intricate metalwork, 
hammered finishes and filigree are featured at prices you can't miss.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM Coin Shoppe Bacy by popular demand, the Coin Shoppe is your numismatic headquarters. From collectible commemoratives to historical 
rarities, you're bound to find something to add to your collection.

live

05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM UltraCozy Luxury Recliner Get ready to kick back, relax, and shop the UltraCozy Luxury Recliner! live
05/11/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM Toscana Italiana Jewelry Shop the beauty, passion & heritage of Tuscany with ShopHQ's exclusive line of Italian jewelry. Intricate metalwork, 

hammered finishes and filigree are featured at prices you can't miss.
live



SCHEDULE_DATE MERIDIAM Eastern SHOW_NAME EVENTS COMMENTS QUALIFIER
05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 AM 1:00 AM Diamonds by Peace Jewelers Embark on a journey of elegance and ethical excellence as we unveil the exclusive premiere of Peace Diamonds Jewelry. Join 

us for an evening of luxury and conscience, where breathtaking diamond creations meet a commitment to peace, 
sustainability, and responsible sourcing. Experience the beauty of diamonds that shine with both brilliance and integrity.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 AM 2:00 AM Waterford Crystal For over 200 years, Waterford has been creating crystal of the highest quality and craftsmanship.  Enjoy the elegance and 
luxury of these sparkling, beautiful pieces.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 AM 3:00 AM Coin Shoppe Bacy by popular demand, the Coin Shoppe is your numismatic headquarters. From collectible commemoratives to historical 
rarities, you're bound to find something to add to your collection.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 AM 4:00 AM UltraCozy Luxury Recliner Get ready to kick back, relax, and shop the UltraCozy Luxury Recliner! live
05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 AM 5:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 

ISOMERS Skincare.
live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 AM 6:00 AM Isomers Skincare Learn how you can maintain a resilient, radiant and glowing complexion through prevention, correction, and protection with 
ISOMERS Skincare.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 AM 7:00 AM Toscana Italiana Jewelry Shop the beauty, passion & heritage of Tuscany with ShopHQ's exclusive line of Italian jewelry. Intricate metalwork, 
hammered finishes and filigree are featured at prices you can't miss.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 AM 8:00 AM Diamonds by Peace Jewelers Embark on a journey of elegance and ethical excellence as we unveil the exclusive premiere of Peace Diamonds Jewelry. Join 
us for an evening of luxury and conscience, where breathtaking diamond creations meet a commitment to peace, 

sustainability, and responsible sourcing. Experience the beauty of diamonds that shine with both brilliance and integrity.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 AM 9:00 AM Wagner Paint Sprayer The Wagner high-efficiency paint sprayer takes the fear out of airless spraying, making it easier to paint like a pro. The 
system's new tip technology decreases overspray by up to 55% while delivering softer spray, improving control and providing 

a more consistent finish.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 AM 10:00 AM UltraCozy Luxury Recliner Get ready to kick back, relax, and shop the UltraCozy Luxury Recliner! live
05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 AM 11:00 AM Diamonds by Peace Jewelers Embark on a journey of elegance and ethical excellence as we unveil the exclusive premiere of Peace Diamonds Jewelry. Join 

us for an evening of luxury and conscience, where breathtaking diamond creations meet a commitment to peace, 
sustainability, and responsible sourcing. Experience the beauty of diamonds that shine with both brilliance and integrity.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 AM 12:00 PM SeroVital Beauty Anti-Aging Join our program hosts as we introduce SeroVital: a patented, anti-aging supplement designed for anyone focused on 
supporting their vitality, wellness and beauty.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 12:00 PM 1:00 PM Wagner Paint Sprayer The Wagner high-efficiency paint sprayer takes the fear out of airless spraying, making it easier to paint like a pro. The 
system's new tip technology decreases overspray by up to 55% while delivering softer spray, improving control and providing 

a more consistent finish.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 01:00 PM 2:00 PM UltraCozy Luxury Recliner Get ready to kick back, relax, and shop the UltraCozy Luxury Recliner! live
05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 02:00 PM 3:00 PM Diamonds by Peace Jewelers Embark on a journey of elegance and ethical excellence as we unveil the exclusive premiere of Peace Diamonds Jewelry. Join 

us for an evening of luxury and conscience, where breathtaking diamond creations meet a commitment to peace, 
sustainability, and responsible sourcing. Experience the beauty of diamonds that shine with both brilliance and integrity.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 03:00 PM 4:00 PM SeroVital Beauty Anti-Aging Join our program hosts as we introduce SeroVital: a patented, anti-aging supplement designed for anyone focused on 
supporting their vitality, wellness and beauty.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 04:00 PM 5:00 PM Wagner Paint Sprayer The Wagner high-efficiency paint sprayer takes the fear out of airless spraying, making it easier to paint like a pro. The 
system's new tip technology decreases overspray by up to 55% while delivering softer spray, improving control and providing 

a more consistent finish.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 05:00 PM 6:00 PM UltraCozy Luxury Recliner Get ready to kick back, relax, and shop the UltraCozy Luxury Recliner! live
05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 06:00 PM 7:00 PM Diamonds by Peace Jewelers Embark on a journey of elegance and ethical excellence as we unveil the exclusive premiere of Peace Diamonds Jewelry. Join 

us for an evening of luxury and conscience, where breathtaking diamond creations meet a commitment to peace, 
sustainability, and responsible sourcing. Experience the beauty of diamonds that shine with both brilliance and integrity.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 07:00 PM 8:00 PM Wagner Paint Sprayer The Wagner high-efficiency paint sprayer takes the fear out of airless spraying, making it easier to paint like a pro. The 
system's new tip technology decreases overspray by up to 55% while delivering softer spray, improving control and providing 

a more consistent finish.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 08:00 PM 9:00 PM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 09:00 PM 10:00 PM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 10:00 PM 11:00 PM Invicta Watches Undefeated. Bold. Steps ahead of the competition. These qualities set Invicta apart from all others. Find your new favorite 
luxury timepiece from our lineup of these invincible watches.

live

05/12/2024 00:00:00 a 11:00 PM 12:00 AM Wagner Paint Sprayer The Wagner high-efficiency paint sprayer takes the fear out of airless spraying, making it easier to paint like a pro. The 
system's new tip technology decreases overspray by up to 55% while delivering softer spray, improving control and providing 

a more consistent finish.

live
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